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EcoDriving = Energy optimized driving with strict observance 

- safety 

- punctuality 

- comfort 

long distance trains 

with up to 230 km/h 

freight trains with up to 3.000 

tons 

regional traffic 

tracks with a slope up to 30 ‰  

mainly electric locomotives with recuperation brake  
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low velocity range : 

energy consumption low → time loss high 

high velocity range: 

energy consumption high → time loss low 

energy inefficient  

ride  

+ 40 % 

energy 

- rapid acceleration – time table reserves for succeeding ride 

- utilize time table reserves  and prevent high velocity 

- prevent unnecessary braking by foreseeing driving  (communication to Infrastructure-Dispatcher) 

- use electric recuperation brake 

principles in praxis  
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basics: 

 

- time table from infrastructure with sufficient reserve 

 

- systematic support 

- offline assistance systems had been tested 

- second energy optimized velocity in the time table was implemented in  2014  
 

- driving advice to the driver via text-SMS on the cab radio from the infrastructure 

dispatcher (in realization process) 
 

- adaptive train steering (planned) 
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energy optimized velocity (2. column) for the train driver in the time table „TIM“  

that speed at which an operationally-scheduled ride, reaches the operation 

points and the scheduled stops on time. 

2.= energy 

optimized velocity 
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main steps: 

 

- information and training for the loco drivers 
 

- EcoDriving was integrated in the basic education 
 

- current EcoDriving topics during the periodically drivers education 
 

- guideline, check lists  
 

- energy saving – simulator training 

 

experience several  

qualities of driving on the simulator 
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main steps: 

 

- information, education and motivation 

- professional accompaniment in the drivers cabin from a specialist* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- competitions (simulator), rewards, trials with new standards in live 

operation 

 
 

*in each region one experienced energy saving  

 specialist, accompanies the loco drivers  

 during selected rides.  
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if not delayed, drive the 

velocity in the second column 

(enough to be punctual) 

rapid acceleration 

turn off, roll out 
recuperate, especially at the high 

velocity range 

the five most important rules: 

punctual departure 
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additional steps 

 

- organizational measures in the stabling zones 

 

- clear guidelines in the case of heating or cooling from train in 

stabling zones. 
 

- „app“ on the loco drivers smartphone, with a step by step 

description on how to „shut down“ a loco correctly. 
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additional steps 

 

- system engineering 

 

- minimize idle running consumption (park settings, automatic stop 

for diesel engines) 
 

- raise the locomotive efficiency (system updates) 
 

- hybrid locomotives 
 

- minimize board energy in passenger train carriage 
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